
September 7, 2009 
 
Sony Electronics 
Attn: Executive Review Committee 
12451 Gateway Blvd 
Fort Myers, FL 33913 
 
Re: KDF-55WF655 blue visual anomalies (EXXXXXXXX) 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
My wife and I have purchased a large number of Sony products in the past, including 
two TVs, a receiver, a portable stereo, a car stereo, a radio/tape Walkman, a CD 
Walkman, a VHS VCR, a Digital8 camcorder, a digital camera, and a DVD player. While 
we have been largely satisfied with the quality and performance of most of these 
products, our largest investment, a KDF-55WF655 rear-projection liquid crystal television 
(LCD TV), has been a major disappointment. It has now developed the blue haze 
problem for the second time, even though Sony assured me that the replacement optical 
block installed last time had been re-engineered to fix the problem. 
 
Your Customer Relations department has refused to cover repair of the issue. If Sony 
does not agree to meet one of my requests for compensation contained below within 30 
days, I will be taking legal action for direct compensation for the TV itself, reimbursement 
for all out-of-pocket expenses for technical evaluations, court costs and related legal 
expenses, and any appropriate punitive damages. 
 
Summary of situation 
 
On 12/6/2004, my wife and I purchased a Sony Grand WEGA KDF-55WF655 high-
definition TV for approximately $3,000 (receipt attached). Other than for a house or car, 
this is the largest purchase we have ever made. The purchase was made at a time 
when, we felt, high-definition broadcasts had finally become widespread enough to 
justify spending the premium price to enjoy the high degree of picture and color detail 
and accuracy that should have been possible with this high-definition TV. 
 
Another factor in our purchase decision was that solid-state LCD technology was 
presented as being more reliable than alternatives with moving parts (e.g., digital light 
processing [DLP]) and would not suffer from short-term image burn-in or long-term 
dimming like plasma TVs, which had expected life spans of only about 10 years. Another 
factor was Sony’s previous reputation for quality, including a Sony cathode ray tube TV 
we owned and had performed without problems for well over 15 years. Our expectation 
was that this very expensive, high-end TV would last for 15+ years. 
 
Unfortunately, immediately after installation, I started noticing firmware bugs that 
affected its performance, including the following: (1) sudden unexpected loss of audio, 
(2) sudden unexpected changes in the TV’s aspect setting, (3) sudden unexpected 
appearance of the TV’s subtitles when playing DVDs, and (4) sudden unexpected 
appearance of the TV’s display information. All of these bugs caused distractions that 
significantly affected the viewing experience of the TV. I repeatedly reported these 
issues to Sony (Sony Event Number EXXXXXXXX), but Sony largely denied their 
existence or claimed that they were expected behavior. 
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Sony eventually acknowledged that the issues were not expected behavior, and, on two 
separate occasions (January and September of 2005) had authorized technicians visit 
our home to fix the problem. In both cases, Sony provided the technicians with a part 
called the “optical block” in anticipation that its replacement might fix the problems. The 
optical block would not have fixed the problems, so it was not installed on either 
occasion, but it is interesting that it was assumed to be the problem as early as 1/2005, 
and this foreshadowed the future problems we were to have with the TV. Finally, on 
9/22/2005 (approximately nine months after my first bug reports), a technician updated 
the firmware in my TV, which fixed the first three of the four bugs (the fourth bug still 
occurs to this day). 
 
Beginning around 4/21/2007 (approximately 28 months after purchase), we noticed that 
there were “blobs” of blue color in the lower-left corner of the screen, which significantly 
affected the picture quality. At the time, the service menu of the TV indicated that it had 
been running for just under 6,000 hours. I checked electronics forums on the Internet 
and found that many people were reporting this same problem with their 2003-2004 
Sony Grand WEGA models, as well. Over the course of the next month, the blue blobs 
turned into a blue haze, which spread across the screen. 
 
On 5/26/2007, I made my first call to Sony Customer Service on this new blue blob/haze 
issue and was instructed to have a Sony-authorized technician evaluate the problem 
(Sony Event Number EXXXXXXXX). After providing my description of the problem to a 
Sony-authorized repair firm over the phone, they suspected the optical block needed 
replacing, based on several other similar jobs they had recently performed, so they said 
they would order one from Sony and bring it along to their service call. 
 
The express warranty on the TV appeared only to be one year, so our TV was, 
theoretically, past the express warranty. However, on 6/23/2007, in response to 
numerous reports of blue visual anomalies from customers, Sony issued a warranty 
extension on the optical blocks of their 2004 Grand WEGA models, including my KDF-
55WF655. In fact, Sony posted sample pictures of the covered problems on their support 
web site, and one of these pictures was from my TV. 
 
On 7/13/2007, after two previous failed optical block replacements (one incorrect part 
and one defective part), the repair firm replaced the optical block with one that 
functioned (receipt attached). I was told, both by a Sony customer service representative 
and the repair technician, that the replacement optical blocks had been re-engineered to 
eliminate the problems that led to the warranty extensions for the blue visual anomalies. 
 
On 8/16/2009 (approximately 25 months after the optical block replacement), we first 
noticed that the blue haze had returned, primarily in the lower-left part of the screen—the 
same location as the first time. At that time, there were 7,074 hours on the replacement 
optical block. Thus, the time that it took for the blue color anomalies to appear with the 
replacement optical block was suspiciously similar to the time with the original optical 
block, indicating that the latent defects remained in my TV even after the repair, in spite 
of what I was told by the Sony customer service representative and the Sony-authorized 
technician. 
 
On 9/1/2009, I spoke with Sony Customer Service and Sony Customer Relations, and I 
was instructed that I needed to have the TV evaluated again by a Sony-authorized 
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technician before Sony would discuss the problem further (Sony Event Number 
EXXXXXXXX). I objected to this unnecessary and expensive approach, but, on 
9/4/2009, I paid $89 for a Sony-authorized technician to diagnose the problem as a bad 
optical block, as evidenced by blue blotches (estimate attached). They estimated that it 
would cost approximately $1,555 to repair. 
 
That same day, I spoke again with Sony Customer Relations and was told that Sony 
would not cover any repair costs, because the warranty extension program had expired 
on 12/31/2008, but that they would offer a “substantial discount” off a replacement TV. 
The representative strongly promoted the fact that the replacement TV “…does not 
require an optical block, nor does it require an optical block replacement plan.” She went 
on to state that the repair would be very expensive, and that it would only be warranted 
for 90 days, whereas the replacement TV would have a one-year warranty. 
 
However, after investigating the offer, I found that I could get the same TV from a Sony-
authorized store for just $182 more than Sony’s offer. In addition, I would have to forfeit 
the $89 diagnosis fee. Thus, the relative value I was offered by Sony was just $93 on the 
TV for which we paid $3,000. Thus, I immediately called Sony Customer Relations 
(Carlo) and declined the offer. I also asked whether there was a manager I could speak 
to, or if there was any further level of appeal at Sony. The representative said that there 
was no higher level of appeal than him, and that the offer I was given was the best and 
final offer that would be made. I advised him that I would be taking legal action, and he 
said that was my option. 
 
Legal arguments 
 
I contend that the Sony KDF-55WF655 TV I purchased for approximately $3,000 on 
12/6/2004 contained characteristic and inherent latent defects that were present upon 
delivery, that these defects caused components within the optical block to begin to 
degrade immediately, and that progressive degradation eventually led to the appearance 
of blue visual anomalies on the display within 28 months (approximately 6,000 hours of 
usage), indicating that the TV was non-merchantable (unsuitable for its principal and 
intended purpose) from the time of purchase. 
 
I further contend that, after I informed Sony of the problem within 30 months of 
purchase, Sony knowingly caused the original optical block to be replaced on 7/13/2007 
with another optical block that, despite statements to the contrary by Sony and an agent 
of Sony, did nothing to resolve the underlying characteristic and inherent latent defects 
in the TV, because the blue visual anomalies returned within 25 months of the 
replacement (7,074 hours of usage), thus maintaining the TV in a non-merchantable 
state for the duration of my ownership. 
 
I had no knowledge of the aforementioned defects, nor did I suspect or have any reason 
to suspect that the defects existed when I purchased the TV, or I would not have made 
the purchase. Furthermore, I have suffered damages, because the blue visual anomalies 
obscure the picture, distort the color, and diminish the detail of the image, rendering the 
TV unusable for the purpose it was intended. 
 
I further contend that, despite Sony’s clear awareness of the characteristic and inherent 
latent defects that affect all of its 2003 through 2006 rear-projection LCD TV models 
(and perhaps others), including my KDF-55WF655 and its replacement optical block, 
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Sony is unwilling and/or unable to fulfill its obligation to repair my TV free of charge, thus 
acting in contravention to applicable federal and California business, consumer 
protection, and warranty laws, including (but not limited to) the following: 
 
1. Sony breached the implied warranty of merchantability on the TV in violation of 
California’s Song-Beverly Consumer Warranty Act (California Civil Code §1790 et seq.), 
as clarified by a 6/15/2009 Opinion from the California Court of Appeal on Mexia vs. 
Rinker Boat Company, Inc. (E045443; Super.Ct.No. RCV099546). In the Mexia case, a 
consumer purchased a boat with a motor, but a few years later it was established that 
the motor had a latent defect at the time of the original sale that caused it to immediately 
begin corroding. Although the corrosion did not become evident to the purchaser until 
well after the one-year express warranty had expired, the court ruled that the seller was 
responsible to make the boat/motor merchantable under California's "implied warranty of 
merchantability" law, because the latent defect that led to the corrosion existed at the 
time of the original sale. 
 
2. Sony breached the implied warranty of merchantability on the TV in violation of the 
Magnuson-Moss Act (15 U.S.C. §2301 et seq.). 
 
3. Sony violated the California Consumers Legal Remedies Act (California Civil Code 
§1750 et seq.). For example: 

o In violation of California Civil Code §1770(a)(5), Sony represented that the TV 
and the replacement optical block were free from defects. 

o In violation of California Civil Codes §1770(a)(5) and §1770(a)(7), Sony 
represented in marketing materials, on the shipping box, in the product manual, 
and elsewhere that the TV was capable of properly rendering high-definition and 
standard-definition video with a high degree of precision and color accuracy. The 
following description of the optical engine (block) is one example: 

 “The optical engine also features a special 11-element lens system 
responsible for the lightweight, ultra-slim cabinet. The lens system bends 
the light path, creating an ultra-short focal point while maintaining high 
brightness. This proprietary system delivers vivid images from the center 
of the screen all the way to the edges.” 

 Other phrases used to describe the TV: 
• “heavy on…quality” 
• “WEGA Engine™: Delivers superb picture quality…” 
• “stunning detail and clarity” 
• ”stunning picture resolution” 
• “incredible detail (more than 3 million pixels)” 

 
4. Sony engaged in unlawful, unfair, and fraudulent business acts and practices in 
violation of the California Business and Professional Code (§17200 et seq.). 
 
Requested compensation 
 
1. I request that Sony modifies my TV, without charge, to make it merchantable by 
removing all defects, including the optical block and any other parts that might impact 
the optical block, and that Sony reimburses me for the evaluation service fee ($89). 
Further, since I have no evidence that any replacement optical block or related parts will 
have the underlying causes of the defects corrected, I request that Sony stands behind 
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their repair and provides an express 5-year extended warranty on the TV to start on the 
date of repair. 
 
2. If Sony is unwilling and/or unable to make my TV merchantable, as described above 
in #1, I request that Sony provides me, without charge, a replacement TV that has a 
display that is at least the size of a KDF-55WF655 (55” diagonal), and which has at least 
the set of features contained in a KDF-55WF655, or that Sony pays me the full 
replacement value for such a TV. I have had seven in-home visits by Sony-authorized 
techs on my KDF-55WF655 (two for firmware issues, two for optical block evaluations, 
two for failed optical block installations, and one for a successful optical block 
installation), so I feel that it is reasonable at this point to request a replacement. Further, 
I request that Sony reimburses me for the evaluation service fee ($89). 
 
I now have a very long history of poor customer service from Sony on this TV, which 
culminated in my final Customer Relations call with Carlo, who refused to allow me to 
speak with a manager or even give me the address of the Executive Review Committee 
for an appeal. I have also witnessed many other frustrated customers being shut out by 
Sony. Therefore, please note that I do not intend to entertain any counter-offers that 
involve down-grading to a TV that is smaller or has fewer features than the KDF-
55WF655, or that require any further out-of-pocket expenses on my behalf to Sony. 
 
If an older, defective version of the optical block was mistakenly installed in my TV, then 
Sony should be willing to correct this mistake by fulfilling my repair request (#1) above. If 
Sony contends that my replacement optical block had been re-engineered, then the re-
engineering clearly did not fix the underlying defects. Therefore, should Sony refuse to 
honor either of the above compensation requests, please provide me with the following 
documentation related to the KDF-55WF655 optical block: 

• cause and nature of the defects that led to the warranty extension 
• how the cause and nature of the defects were determined 
• changes made to the re-engineered optical blocks, if any, to attempt to remedy 

the defects 
• procedures and results of the design change testing 
• all part numbers and associated serial number ranges, including what 

engineering changes occurred between revisions 
• whether replacement optical blocks were new or refurbished, and whether any 

re-engineered changes were included during refurbishment 
If the above documentation is not provided, I will subpoena them as part of my planned 
legal action. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Steven Linke 
 
Cc: Sir Howard Stringer, Sony CEO 
  
 


